
7D6N Scenic Guizhou
Price per person

from
MYR 4748

Tour Description

Explore the world with our specially curated travel programs and arrangements. Sedunia Travel specializes in fully personalized
travel arrangements to suit each traveling style whether it is Traveling in Group with Like-Minded People with Exclusive Private
Arrangements or even Independent Adventures for those wanting to head off the beaten path and explore. Choose from one of
our tried and tested classic itineraries or reach out to us to put together a fully tailor-made experience.

Tour Itinerary



Day 1 :- Guangzhou

Pick up from Guangzhou airport. Transfer to hotel.

Day 2 :- Guangzhou (Take high speed train) Duyun Libo

● Proceed to Libo by High Speed Train from Duyun (about 3 hours 45
● Libo Ancient Town Famous street for internet famous snacks, featuring specialties such as tofu grilled fish, Libo wind pig, bean

rice hot pot, fish stuffed with leeks, Dushan three sour dishes, sour meat, glutinous rice, and m ore.

Breakfast

Day 3 :- Libo Dushan

● Da Xiaokong Scenic Area (Eco car) Scenic area dominated by primitive forests, canyons, underground rivers, and underground
lakes. With high mountains and deep valleys, swift currents (water forest),
waterfalls in c aves (Laya Waterfall + 68 level waterfall), lakes under waterfalls, skylights above lakes, and sunlight shining
down like stars.

● Yaoshan Ancient Village (Eco car) The last armed tribe in China. It retains the primitive farming methods of “slash and burn
cultivation” and the primitive and rugged national customs, known as the “living fossil of
primitive society.” The Bai Ku Yao people are also known as the “Eastern Indians.”

Breakfast

Day 4 :- Dushan Anshun

● Tianhetan (Boat ride + Eco car) Known as th e “natural bonsai condensed from the mountains and waters of Guizhou,”
featuring rivers, lakes, waterfalls, caves, inns, and a culture of famous recluses. Qingyan Ancient Town Known as the
“masterpiece of stone,” it features stone walls, stone paved roads, and stone bridges, earning it the title of a “stone city” in the
true sense.

Breakfast

Day 5 :- Anshun - Xingyi

● Huangguoshu Waterfall (Up and down escalator + Eco car) The cave hall, cave windows, and cave springs behind the waterfall
curtain. Reach out to feel the waterfall curtain. The sound makes you feel the earth vibrating with the pulsation of the waterfall.

● Doupotang Waterfall During the rainy season, the Baishui River rushes down with a large amount of sediment, and Doupotang
Waterfall lose s its former gentleness, roaring like galloping wild horses.

● Tianxing Bridge Comprising natural landscapes, Tianxing Cave, and the Water Stone Forest Scenic Area.

Breakfast

Day 6 :- Wanfenglin Anshun

● Maling River Featuring canyons, waterfalls, caves, lakes, and other natural landscapes.
● Wanfeng Lake, Wanfeng Forest (Bicycle tour) China’s Cone Karst Museum. The magical and mysterious Bagua Fields lying flat

in the center of the farmland, the picturesque tapestry like rural landscape, and the rich ethnic minority culture.

Breakfast

Day 7 :- Anshun Guiyang (Take high speed train) Guangzhou

● Proceed to Guangzhou by High Speed Train from Guiyang (about 1 hour 45 minutes
● Haixinsha Park A holy land for tourism in Guangzhou.
● Shangxiajiu Road Pedestrian Street The most bustling commercial hub in Guangzhou. Enjoy the pleasure of shopping freely

here, taste various Cantonese cuisines, and experience the leisurely life of locals.
● Pearl River Night Cruise (Ex cluding boat ride) Iconic landmarks and brilliant night scenes of Guangzhou, including Xiaoman

Waist, Haixinsha, Guangzhou Bridge, Liede Bridge, Xinghai Music Hall, Haiyin Bridge, Flower City Square, and Pati.
● Transfer to Kunming airport for your departu re flight

Breakfast

Tour Prices



HOTELS – LOCAL 4
STARS OR SIMILAR

PER ADULT (SGL) PER ADULT (TWN) Child ( 2-11 years) PER CHILD (3-11 YRS)
CNB

Baiyun Airport Lichen
Ruixuan Hotel | Zhang
Jiang Bu Luo Hotel |
Baiquan Hotel | Yuma
Bay Hot Spring Hotel |
Bast Dreamland Hotel

RM 5,868 RM 4,748 RM 4,748 RM 3,438

What's included

Destination  China
Departure Location  Guangzhou

Return Location  Guangzhou

Price includes

● Sightseeing and entrance as per itinerary
● Private transfer throughout the tours
● Mandarin speaking local driver cum guide
● Tipping for local driver guide
● 6 nights’ accommodation with daily breakfast

Price does not include

●  Return international flight ticket
●  Travel insurance
●  Others not mentioned
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